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NEW
Tooling!

Aston Martin DB9 Coupé
New tooling brings one of the best-ever Aston Martin

designs to Oxford’s 1:43 scale series of prestigious cars.

It looks absolutely great both inside and out and is

presented in the best loved Aston Martin silver bodywork

with red interior and detailed instrument panel, red seats

and grey carpet.  The exterior trim detail is silver/ black,

even down to the authentic silver spoked wire wheels,

complete with red brake callipers and black brake discs.

The black front bumper is almost invisible, just like the

real thing.  The Aston Martin badge sits above the Aston’s

distinctively shaped black and chrome radiator grille.  

The registration is simply DB9, reflecting the initials of

Aston’s original owner David Brown! 

In real life, the DB9 - classed as a grand tourer and

designed by Henrik Fisker - was introduced at the

Frankfurt Motor Show in 2003 and was produced right

up until 2016.  It was available as a 2+2 seat 2-door

coupé, as modelled by Oxford, or as a 2-door

convertible.  Made largely of aluminium, it was the first

model to be built at Aston Martin’s Gaydon facility in

Warwickshire.  The DB9 came with a 6-speed automatic

or manual gearbox and the first introductions came with

a 6-litre V12 engine. 

Our Oxford model is a replica of Aston Martin DB9 2013

upgrade.  Bodywork changes included enlarged recessed

headlight clusters with bi-xenon lights and LED daytime

strips, a widened front splitter, updated grille and side

heat extractors.  The LED rear lights now have clear

lenses and the car has a new rear spoiler with the boot

lid.  The engine was also modified for the 2013 version of

the DB9 with an increased  horsepower of 503 hp,

resulting in a top speed of 183 mph and an acceleration

of 0-60 in 4.5 seconds.  Internally, the excellence

continues with walnut dashboard and hand finished

leather upholstery not to mention the latest sound

systems and essential gadgets for the modern - and

extremely affluent - owner.

Aston Martins of any kind always turn heads but this one

is out on its own.  Oh to win the lottery!

NEWAston Martin DB9 Coupé

                               SCALE       PRICE
AMDB9001   1:43  £23.95
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1:76 SCALE
BMW 328 - Mille Miglia 1938 Fane/James
The early sports cars were so full of character and

individuality and our newly tooled BMW 328 is a fine

example.  Made by BMW between 1936 and 1940,

only 464 were produced.  It was introduced at

the Eifelrennan race at the Nu̎rburgring in 1936

when it won its 2-litre class.

We launch the new model as raced by Albert

Fane and co-driver William (Bill) James in the

Mille Miglia in 1938.  The 1000-mile open road

endurance race took place in Italy and racing as 

No. 113, the pair finished first in class and eighth overall.

It was only one of the many successes of the 328 which

in its class was unbeatable.

Decorated for its first outing in the off white colour

scheme of the original 1938 race winner, the front wings

and doors feature the race number 113.  The open

topped car reveals a detailed dashboard with silver dials

and glove box outline, against a black interior.  Additional

features include brown bonnet straps, silver wheels and

chrome headlights to round off this little champion.

MGB GT - Tartan Red
Our newly tooled MGB GT represents the original sports

car that superseded the MGA in 1962.  Built by BMC,

which later became British Leyland, the standard MGB

was assembled at Abingdon in Oxfordshire as a four-

cylinder, soft top roadster from 1962 to 1980.

Variants included the MGB GT, the subject of 

our new 1:76 scale model.  Designed by

Pininfarina, the car sported a new hatchback

style with sloping rear window and much

more luggage space.  

Our first release comes decorated in the signature

bright red of the MGB GT, registered MKW 564G

from 1968-9 and features the distinctive MG badge

above the chrome radiator and the MGB GT logo

across the boot.  A wealth of exterior chrome

extends to the superb wire wheels, chrome

bumpers, window surrounds and a chrome strip

running the length of the both sides.  The interior is black

in sharp contrast to the shining red coachwork.  For the

MG enthusiasts, this is a great new addition to Oxford’s

sports car range.

NEW
Tooling!

NEWMGB GT - Tartan Red
                                 SCALE      PRICE
76MGBGT001 1:76  £4.95

NEWBMW 328 - Mille Miglia
1938 Fane/James
                              SCALE     PRICE
76BM28001 1:76  £4.95

NEW
Tooling!

NEW
Tooling!

NEWNissan Qashqai -
Metallic Faded Denim
                        SCALE     PRICE
76NQ001  1:76  £4.95

Nissan Qashqai - Metallic Faded Denim
New tooling brings a very current vehicle to Oxford’s

1:76 scale series in the shape of the Nissan Qashqai,

which is so popular on the roads today. 

The Japanese Nissan Qashqai is classed as a compact 

crossover vehicle which was developed in 2006, 

since when it has had several facelifts.  

Manufactured at the ever-expanding Nissan 

factory in Sunderland, the car comprises a 

five-door, front-engine, front-wheel drive vehicle, 

as well as a 4-wheel drive for off road purposes. 

Our model is a replica of the first generation Qashqai 

which was launched in 2007. Registered WP07 UCD, 

we have selected for its first release an authentic faded

metallic blue colour scheme with black interior and 

dark grey seating.  The distinctive Nissan radiator grille

incorporates the Nissan badge in silver out of black 

while other exterior masking sees black window frames,

wipers, bumpers and chassis.  The detail even extends to

the rear facing aerial on the rear roof section.  

A great addition to Oxford’s series of contemporary cars.
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Volvo Amazon - Cherry Red
This Volvo Amazon is already part of the 1:43 scale

series of Oxford Automobiles and we are pleased to

bring you the exact same model in our recently

introduced 1:76 scale format.  The dark red

scheme was one of its signature colours

during its long production life between

1956 and 1970.  Our model is based on the

Amazon 4-door saloon which sold in excess

of 234,000 vehicles before it ceased

production.  The interior is moulded in black

apart from the red ‘carpet’, dashboard and door tops.

The car is registered RPX 344E and dates from 1967.

MGA - Old English White
The fourth release on Oxford’s 1:76 scale MGA

from the mid 1950s comes in one of the colour

schemes that epitomises the original.  The Old

English White body on our convertible version has

contrasting red seats and black interior.  Registered RSL

719, note that true to real life, our convertible has no

exterior door handles. 

The MGA sports car was made in Abingdon in Oxfordshire from 1955 to

1962 when it was superseded by the MGB.  It came as a 2-door roadster

and as a 2-door coupé. Surprisingly, of the 101,000 made, just under 6000

were sold on the home market, with the remainder being exported.  

Jensen Interceptor MkIII - Oakland Green/Tan
Modelled on the real-life MkIII upgrade of the GT class car, each hand-

built by Jensen Motors of West Bromwich, our Interceptor replica is

authentically decorated in a deep green with contrasting tan

roof. The interior mirrors the tan colour scheme apart

from the dashboard top and steering wheel

which are both black. Registered JXE 753K

from 1971, exterior detail includes driver’s and

passenger door mirrors, vented bonnet and

detailed wheel centres which are reproduced in

blue to emulate the real vehicle.  A silver chrome

stylish finish is given to bumpers, wheels and window

frames, including the Jensen signature rear wrap-around window.

NEWMGA - Old English White
                             SCALE      PRICE
76MGA004   1:76  £4.75

NEWVolvo Amazon - Cherry Red
                                 SCALE      PRICE
76VA002        1:76  £4.95

NEWJensen Interceptor -
Oakland Green/Tan
                      SCALE     PRICE
76JI008  1:76  £4.95

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Ford Capri MkIII -
Strato Silver 
                           SCALE     PRICE
76CAP001  1:76  £4.95

Anglia Police Panda
                           SCALE     PRICE
76105003  1:76  £4.75

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Jaguar D Type - 
1956 Le Mans
                           SCALE     PRICE
76DTYP001 1:76  £4.75

Ford Capri MkIII - 
Solar Gold
                           SCALE     PRICE
76CAP002  1:76  £4.95
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MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Scania Cab - White
                                    SCALE       PRICE
76WHSCACAB   1:76   £8.95

1:76 SCALE

Ford Transit Connect - Eddie Stobart
The Ford Transit Connect is the latest from the Ford small

commercial fleet and features a large cargo capacity suitable

for use by a wide range of operators.  You have already seen

it as employed as a support vehicle for Stobart Air and here

we see it once more in Stobart livery registered PJ55 UDA,

although this time it is in the company’s modern  green

and white colour scheme with lots of shadow-work

graphics including the Stobart ‘Arrow’ on the roof.

The Eddie Stobart name is printed simply on the

doors, the front of the bonnet and across the

back but with no other departmental graphics,

so you could place it anywhere amongst your

modern Eddie Stobart road fleet. 

NEWAtkinson Borderer
Flatbed Trailer - BR
                           SCALE      PRICE
76ATK003  1:76  £17.95

Coca Cola T Cab Box Trailer
                                    SCALE       PRICE
76TCAB004CC  1:76  £21.95

NEWFord Transit Connect - 
Eddie Stobart
                          SCALE      PRICE
76FTC008  1:76  £4.95

Atkinson Borderer Flatbed Trailer - British Rail
Another great little 1:76 scale lorry for your 00 gauge

railway trackside diorama!  Dating from the mid 1970s

with registration plate HLV 608P, the model is decorated

in the yellow and black British Rail livery of the day,

complete with the double arrow logo on the cab doors.  

The flatbed floor is given a realistic brown ‘timber’ finish

and carries the British Railways printing in black along the

side edges.  The detail is all in the cab which features the

distinctive Atkinson radiator with chrome surround to

the black radiator grille.  Window surrounds, wheels,

bumpers and interior are also black.  A final touch sees a

yellow roofboard printed with British Rail in black above

the windscreen. 

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

1:76 SCALE
Dingo Scout Car - RUC No.9 Platoon - Keady, Co.Armagh
Previous releases on this British two-man light, fast, four wheel

drive reconnaissance vehicle have seen it as used in various

military roles, particularly from WWII.  It was also used by

British Commonwealth and associated foreign units during

the war and by other countries afterwards, well into

the 1970s.  Here we see it as deployed nearer home

by the Royal Ulster Constabulary where one of its

roles was serving in an anti-riot capacity assisting

the British Army, although it was supplied with

weaponry. The RUC had an army base at Keady near

Belfast and the town was the centre of much action

between the opposing factions during The Troubles.

Registered 22 ZS II, our Scout Car is decorated in a

dark green and brown camouflage scheme with dark green

wheels and chassis.  A rust finish has been applied to the

exhausts and the aerial bases and aerials are black.  A final

detail sees the fuel cans in dark grey with olive green strapping.

BSA Motorbike & Sidecar - RAF Blue
Our 1:76 scale motorbike makes another entrance in

military guise, this time as used by the RAF and decorated

in their signature grey blue.  Registered RAF 71560, the

RAF roundel is printed on the front of the sidecar which

features a black interior for the passenger. Contrasting

silver masking is applied to the

engine parts while the driver’s

seat, wheels and saddlebags

are finished in black.  

NEWBSA Motorbike & 
Sidecar - RAF Blue
                          SCALE      PRICE
76BSA008 1:76  £4.25

NEWDingo Scout Car - RUC No.9
Platoon - Keady, Co.Armagh
                                 SCALE      PRICE
76DSC005      1:76  £4.95

Austin Tilly - RAF Blue

Mercedes Ambulance -
London
                           SCALE     PRICE
76MA002   1:76  £8.95

Land Rover Discovery -
Essex Police 
                           SCALE     PRICE
76LRD001   1:76  £4.95

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, 
Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850  
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

                           SCALE     PRICE
76TIL010    1:76  £4.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

1:76 SCALE

1:76 SCALE

Mobile Trailer - Alfonso’s
Another great little ‘foodie’ trailer

to add to your event diorama is

this one decorated in the Italian

colour scheme of green, white and

red with a specially added

roofboard promoting Alfonso’s

Tasty Italian Food!  He is doing a

roaring trade in just about

everything tasty from pizza and

Italian sausage to fish and chips.

And you can wash it all down with

‘A cool one’!  The registration

plate is interesting too - ALF5

P122A.  Clever!  

Ford 400E - Post Office Telephones
This version of the Ford 400E in the

popular and highly collectable dark green

Post Office Telephones livery is already part

of Oxford’s 1:43 scale series but its addition

to the 1:76 scale range will please a lot of

collectors, we are sure.  It is presented

exactly the same as its larger counterpart,

registered 699 GPO. 

More commonly known as the Ford Thames

van and dating back to the 1950s, this little

commercial was used by many major utility

providers of the age and our 1:76 scale

replica, complete with roof ladders ready

for action, used to run around our

home town of Swansea, according to

the white graphics on the side. 

Bedford TK - Mr Tayto 
                           SCALE     PRICE
SP032        1:76  £9.95

NEWMobile Trailer - Alfonsos
                             SCALE      PRICE
76TR012      1:76  £7.95

NEWFord 400E - Post Office
Telephones
                           SCALE      PRICE
76FDE003  1:76   £5.25

Oxford Diecast, 
PO Box 636, 

Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  

www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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1:76 SCALE

5-Piece Bentley Set
This superb set which covers the Bentley story over

several decades, offers the opportunity to obtain each 

of the previously released models in one go.

The first model in the set is 76BT2002, the Bentley T2

saloon registered AYP 12T from 1979 with a two-tone

colour scheme comprising a metallic Nutmeg Brown

upper half which extends over the bonnet and the boot

and  Silver Sand lower half.  The interior is ivory while

the exterior bodywork features lots of silver trim and

the model is rounded off with black bumpers.

Second is 76BB001, the newly tooled Bentley Blower

raced at Le Mans in 1930 as No.9 with drivers Sir Henry

‘Tim’ Birkin and co-driver Jean Chassagne.  Our model is

painted in characteristic dark green and sports the race

No. 9 in white on the sides.  Bonnet straps are finished in

tan.  The tonneau cover is black, seating dark green and

the dashboard is finished in silver with black dials. 

The third model in the set is 76BCF003, the S1

Continental Fastback from the 1950s and decorated in

Olympic White. It was also available in Oxford’s 1:43 scale

series and is registered 869 UXL.  The interior is moulded

with red seating, door panels and ‘carpet’ while the

dashboard was finished in satinised brown.  Note the final

detail of a GB sticker above the rear number plate. 

Fourth is 76BM004, the Bentley Mulsanne from 2010

painted in St James Red and registered 1 WO.  It features

sumptuous silver grey interior seating and black

dashboard and steering wheel.  The exterior detail 

extends to a mass of silver masking including the

bumpers, wheels and radiator grille. Extremely luxurious!

The final model is 76BN6001, the majestic Bentley Mk VI

which was a 4-door standard steel saloon and was the

first post-war luxury car from Bentley Motors.  In real

life, our model, registered NHY 581, belonged to the

celebrated railway photographer Ivo Peters, BEM.  

Our model appears in Midnight Blue with contrasting

exterior detail masked in silver, including the prestigious

Bentley badge on the front. The pale grey interior also

features blue flooring and brown dashboard. 

NEW
SET!

NEW5-Piece Bentley Set
                         SCALE       PRICE
76SET39   1:76  £23.95

5-Piece Land Rover Set
                         SCALE       PRICE
76SET17C 1:76  £23.95

BMC Car Transporter & Two
Minis BMC Competitions Dept
                                     SCALE       PRICE
76BMC003       1:76  £19.95

SET
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

SET
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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N SCALE
Guy Arab - Ribble Motor Services
Another great addition to the 1:148

scale bus fleet sees the 1940s Guy Arab

double decker, this time in a popular

livery of the period - Ribble Motor

Services.  Our little model is decorated

in bright red with cream masking

separating the top and lower decks

and features highly decorative

advertising panels promoting Capstan

cigarettes on one side and

Glendower Tea Tips on the other.

Even the rear panel is carrying

advertising, extolling the virtues of

Phosferine tonic!  Registered ACK

873 and with mid brown interior

seating, the destination blind sees it

heading for Preston as the No. 10.

Don’t miss this one!  

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWGuy Arab - Ribble
Motor Services
                         SCALE      PRICE
NUT006    1:148  £6.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

London Transport Tram
                          SCALE      PRICE
NTR001    1:148  £5.95

Dennis F12 Fire Engine -
London
                             SCALE      PRICE
NDEN001   1:148  £5.45

Morris Traveller - 
Old English White 
                             SCALE      PRICE
NMMT001  1:148  £3.95

Morris Van - Post Office
Telephones Green
                             SCALE      PRICE
NMM007    1:148  £3.95
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MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

1:76 SCALE
Commer Commando - South African Airways
Our globetrotting little Commer Commando has already been released

in some of the key British  aircraft operators of the day, as well as

appearing in that of Australian Airways more recently. This time, it is

decorated as used by South African Airways in silver and dark

blue on a black chassis.  The famous ‘Flying Springbok’

logo is printed in blue on the front of the cab roof in

between the bilingual lettering, as well as in silver on

the side.  Note the bi-lingual South African Airways

lettering also appears on each side of the

coach.  The elegant ‘Flying Springbok’

was the integral symbol of

SAA’s identity from its

formation in 1934

right up to 1997

when a new

corporate image

was introduced.

AVIATION
1:72 SCALE

NEWCommer Commando -
South African Airways
                              SCALE       PRICE
76COM006   1:76  £14.95

Supermarine Spitfire MkI
                    SCALE       PRICE
AC001   1:72  £12.95
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1:76 SCALE
Land Rover Defender 90 Station Wagon - Grasmere Green (Heritage)
We continue our release programme of ‘one-off ’ Land Rover Defender

90 Station Wagons which Oxford tooled up against the 2013 Land

Rover specification and each of which has a little twist to the norm.

These models were reviewed as a set of three in Globe 199 and for

those of you who like two of everything, you can now

buy them separately as well.

First up is the Defender Station Wagon in a light green

colour scheme with matching wheel hubs and cream

roof, the same colour as the first Series 1

Landrover ‘HUE’.  The interior has ivory seating.  

The model is registered VE15 EPN with its number

plate featuring the European GB logo in blue and

yellow.  The Land Rover badge appears on the back.  Also a point to note is

the new style radiator grille.  There is also a number plate on the nearside

with the registration of the very first Land Rover HUE 166, hence the name

Heritage on this model. 

Land Rover Defender 90 Station Wagon -
Phoenix Orange (Adventure)
This model was also part of the three piece set

issued recently and appears in a bright orange

body colour with contrasting black masking to the

roof, tailgate, bonnet, wheel arches and radiator

grille.  It was registered in 2015 as VK15 NEJ and

the decoration includes the 90 logo in black out

of orange on the nearside between the front

wheel arch and passenger door.  The model,

named the Adventure, features a few different

‘extras’ too.  It is fitted with a new roof rack

which covers the black sprayed over

sunroof; it has extra sills on the front

and the sides and comes with a

‘snorkel’ exhaust. 

Land Rover Defender 90 Station Wagon - Corris Grey (Autobiography)
This release was also originally presented as part of the three-piece set

reviewed in Issue 199, now available separately.  Registered OV15 YRG,

this time the station wagon is decorated in a light grey with black upper

body, roof and bonnet.  Exterior body trim is also black with door

handles finished in silver.  This model also features extra sills

to the front and sides.  The Land Rover Autobiography

logo appears on the rear offside panel to the right of

the spare wheel, confirming its distinctive status.  

NEWLand Rover Defender 90 -
Phoenix Orange (Adventure)
                                    SCALE      PRICE
76LRDF008AD   1:76   £4.95

NEWLand Rover Defender 90 - 
Corris Grey (Autobiography)
                                    SCALE      PRICE
76LRDF009AU   1:76   £4.95

NEWLand Rover Defender 90 -
Grasmere Green (Heritage)
                                    SCALE      PRICE
76LRDF007HE   1:76   £4.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Land Rover Series 1 109 
Open - Ferguson Tractors
                                      SCALE      PRICE
76LAN1109008  1:76  £4.95
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1:43 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Jaguar XK150 Fixed Head Coupé - Mist Grey
Produced by Jaguar Cars in Coventry between 1957 and

1961, the Jaguar XK150 sports car came as a 2-3 seater

convertible, or - as modelled by Oxford - a 2-3 seater

coupé, or a 2-seater roadster.  The latest 1:43

scale release on this classic Jaguar

XK150 sees it as the

fixed head coupé

version.  It is decorated

in the authentic mid

grey colour scheme

with red interior

and grey dashboard.

Registered 652 EPO, a

modification to the interior

sees it with the handbrake fitted to

the driver’s side of the transmission tunnel - 

just like its real life counterpart.

Aston Martin Vanquish Coupé - 
Appletree Green
The Aston Martin experience continues with

the launch of another prestige car

from Oxford Diecast in the

shape of the newly tooled

Aston Martin Vanquish,

based on the real life

2012 top of the range

vehicle.  Presented in 

2-door coupé form, 

our 1:43 scale model 

is painted an unusual

metallic bright green 

and replicates the refinements 

of its 1:1 counterpart in amazing realism.  

The exterior has a wealth of detail including the side

grilles, wipers and window frames reproduced in black,

spoked wire wheels with intricately modelled brake disc

and calliper features and door mirrors reflecting the main

body colour.  The interior mirrors the state of the art

features of the real car and comes with grey seating and

black instrument panels.  The registration plate reads

VANQUISH - a complete understatement! 

The Vanquish is classed as a grand tourer, originally

designed by Ian Callum, with the first generation Vanquish

being manufactured between 2001 and 2007, fitted with

6-speed gearbox, V12 engine and an amazing top speed of

200 mph.  In 2007 the Vanquish was superseded by the

Aston Martin DBS. Then in 2012, the Vanquish name was

revived for the successor to the DBS to be manufactured

at the Gaydon plant and which we have chosen for our

newly tooled model.  

The exterior styling of the new Vanquish is similar to its

predecessors in many ways, with a slightly altered Aston

Martin grille and headlights, re-designed rear lights and a

more pronounced bulge in the bonnet.  The side vents

run almost to the door handles and the boot lid has an

integrated rear spoiler, an exposed carbon fibre skirt

showing its all carbon fibre body and the car has a new

chassis.  Additional upgrades include ventilated carbon

ceramic disc brakes and anti -roll bar, while its upgraded

technical specifications include a front mid-mounted

engine with automatic 6-speed gearbox and stainless steel

exhaust system.  Just awesome!

NEWAston Martin Vanquish
Coupé - Appletree Green
                           SCALE      PRICE
AMV001     1:43  £23.95

NEW
Tooling!

NEWJaguar XK150 Fixed Head
Coupé - Mist Grey
                                    SCALE      PRICE
JAGXK150007 1:43  £22.95
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

AR118 AR117 AR116AR119AR120AR121AR122

AR123 Tiny Wheels: The ‘microcar’ description has been applied to all kinds
of vehicles, often defined by an arbitrary engine size cut-off, perhaps 500cc.
But this allows inclusion of many ‘proper’ cars, such as the Citroen 2cv, which
are hardly ‘micro’ in any other way.  Cars which were produced with the aims

of simplicity, economy and cheapness.  Indeed, they were mostly ‘full-size’
cars which just had simpler mechanicals or lighter bodywork to achieve
their aims.  In this publication we include microcars, city cars, bubble cars,
Kei cars and other vehicles where the aim was to produce Tiny Cars. AR123

NEW

AUTO REVIEW BOOKS 
ALL AT 
£5.95 
EACH

OR76MW7016  1:76 - £29.95

3 x BR Weathered Grey Wagons 
7 Plank Wagons P75662/P98402/P162491

The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

NEW MODEL!

Don’t forget to Pop along to the Swansea Railway Model Show 2016.  
A FREE event on October 1st - 2nd at Swansea Waterfront Museum

OR76MW7015 
1:76 - £9.95

BR grey wagon 
7 Plank Wagon

Weathered P75934

NEW MODEL!
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